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The Improvement 0f LDD MOSFET's Characteristics by the Oblique-Rotating Ion Implantation
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The dependence of LDD MOSFET's characteristics on an incident angle by the
oblique-rotating ion implantation has been studied. It was found not only that the
asymmetrical characteristics of the substrate and the drain current were dissolved by
our new implantation method, but also that the decrease of hot carrier generation wag
brought by the lowering effect of the oblique-rotating ion implantation. Moreover it
was suggested that the optimized angle and impurity dose must be determined after
total consideration of the symmetrical effect and the lowering dose effect.
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tilted witli an angle d and rotating with an angu-

lar velocity rrr. Then ione are gcreened by the gate

electrode a:t aome rotated poaitionr.

1. Introduetion

Recently asymmetrical characteristics of short

channel MOSFET's especially employing lightly
doped drain (tDD) structurel)-6, have been inves-

tigated from the point of the shadowing effect of
the conventional inclined ion implantation and the
gate birdts beak6)'7). This asymmetry has been re-
ported to degrade the gensitivity of a DRAM Bense

amplifter composed of IDD transistors and futher-
more to affect the hot carrier degradation and its
reliabilitys)'s).

In this paper we deecribed the experimental
results about the improvement of the substrate

and the drain currentst asymmetry and the B
degradationro) by the oblique ion irnplantation with
rotating the wafers(oblique-rotating ion implanta-
tion) compared to the 0o fixed ion implantation af-

ter the diecussion of the impurity dose profiles and

the specific effects by the obtique-rotating ion im-
plantation.

2. Charaeterlstlcs of obllque.rotatlng ion lm-
plantation

Figure 1 shows the system diagram and the

schematic diagram of the oblique-rotating ion im-
plantation. Ions are implanted to a wafer which is

(a) Implantation
system diagram
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(b) Schematic view

of oblique-rotating

ion implantation

Fig.l. Diagrams of the oblique-rotating ion implantation

In order to ertirnate the effective dose profiles,

a oblique-rotating implantation model ig congidered

as shown in Figure 2. Here a fixed coordinate sys-

tem located on the gate is introduced and it ig as-

sumed that iong are implanted at a x-point in a

conic shape and ecreened by the gate edge between

the titne t1 and t2. The screening time interval is
found to increase at closer points to the gate.
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Flg.2. Model of the oblique-ratoting ion implantation
with an incident angle 0 al a x-point in the ghadow area

The effective implanted dose 0(d, At) perpen-

diculer to the area S per duration time At with an

incident angle d is given by

t(d, At) : AtN.Sr - (1)

where N designated the ion beam intensity nector

which has a dose N [otomlt^' .srcl and a proceed-

ing direction of incident atomE, and S deaignates

the areo vector whieh has an a,rea 5[cm2l and a di.
rection perpendiculer to the surface S. In our model

three dimensional repregentations of the oblique-

rotating ion bearn vector N and the implanted areo

vector S can be written by
g[ : (ff sin 0 coe wt, N sin d ein arf , -ff cos 0)

s : (0,0, _s)

where t^r is the rotating beam anguler velocity in
our coordinates syetem.(Actually a wafer ig rotated
with an anguler velocity,.r.) The effective dose dur-
ing a cycle timc f is as followa.

Figure S(A) shows the effective dose profile cal-
curated with thib model. The total lowering rate ig

cosolt-*cos-'(f;#)]. -(E)

The term coa? ig the firet lowering factor by the in-
cident angle of the oblique implantation and the
other term is the eecond lowering factor by the
shadowing of the rotating implantation. Figure
3(B) shows the profile when the ion dose is cor-
rected by the firgt lowering factor cos d. It seems
that the lowering dose efiect increases the parasitic
resistance and the B degradation.

on the base of these calculations the electric
field distribution after gs0oc heat treatment is sim-
ulated. Figure 4 shows the case when the n- p close
is 2.0 x l013cm-2, n+ As doee is 4.0 x 1016cm-2,
side wallwidth is 0.25pm and incident ati'gles are 0o,
30o, 45o and GOo. It is found that as the inciclent
angle increases to B0o, the electric fierd decreases
and when the incident angle is over B0o, the electric
field distribution is not almost changed. Therefore
it is thought that hot carrier generation decreages
as the incident angle increases to B0o and saturates
with an angle more than B0o.
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On the other hand there ig the relation between the
time interval tz -h and the distance from the gate

edge fi - (1, It ia given by
1 8-a

coa 
iw(tz - sr) - ffi,

where h is the height of the gate and o is the point
of the gate edge. Therefore the effective implanted
dose per unit time and unit a.reo f1a1 ir obtained
by

i1e1 :rvcog ,lt- l.o,-'(ff#)]. -(4)
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In the case when the dose is not corrected by cos d

In the case when the dose ia corrected by coe d

Flg.8. Effective dose profile
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Fig.a. Sirnulations of the electric ffeld for tDD MOSFET
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using the oblique-rotating ion implantation

ftrst lowering factor coE d, the maximum subetrate

current decreases with increase of the incident an-

gle(closed circles). While the implantation wos p€r-

formed at the corrected doge by the first lower-

ing factor, the maximum substrate current still re-

mained decreasing; drastically decreasing at angles

from 0o to 30o, and gradually decreasing at angles

more than 3Oo(open circles). This result with the

correction shows that the electric field is algo re-

laxed by the second lowering factor.
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Flg.5. SubEtrate and drain current characteristics at the
conventional 7o fixed ion implantation
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Fbom these results it should be noticed that
the incident angle and impurity dose must be op-

timized in consideration of the lowering dose effect

which brings the B degradation and the rela:ration

of electric field, as well as the symrnetric effect.

8. Experlment and results
N-channel LDD MOSFET's with L.2pm gate

length were fabricated. A 100cm p-type substrete,

0.25pm CVD side wall, 250.4 thick gate oxide and

5000.1 thick MoSi2 polycide gate were used. The

n- P and n* As dose were 2.0x 1013cm-2 and 4.0x
10r6cm-2 respectively and the incident angle was

varied with ftxed 0o, conventional fixed ?o, rotating
70, 1,5o, 30o, 45o and 600.

Figure 5 chows the gubstrate and the drain cur-

rent characteristics for the conventional To fixed im-
plantation. Both currents have an asymmetry: the

substrate current has a long tail in the reverse biag

condition and the drain current asymmetry is small
in linear region, but prominent in saturation re-
gion. When the obligue-rotating implantation was

adopted, it was found that the asymmetry was im-
proved at incident angles over 15o. Figure 6 shows

the sample that the 15o oblique-rotating ion im-
plantation almost dissolved the asymmetry of elec-

tr,ic ch aracteristics.

Figure 7 showg the dependence of the maxi-
mum substrate eurrent on the incident angle. When
the dose of implantation was not coirected by the
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Ftg.6. Substrate current and drain current characteristics
at the 15o oblique-rotating ion implantation
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Flg.7. Dependence of marcimum subEtrate current on an
incident angle of the oblique-rotating ion implantation
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of the oblique-rotating ion implantation after 100 hours,
etress

The p degradation after 100 hours' stress of

these samples were measured as shovvn in Figure

8. It is found that in a case without conection an

amount of the p degradation decreases arrd reaches

the minimum at 30o ancl increases again at angles

more than 30o. On the other hand in a case with
correction the degradation decreases from 0o to B0o

in the same manner, and keep the minimum at an-
gles more than 30o. The result from 0o to 30o in-
dicates that B degradation is also irnproved o'ly
by the second lowering effect. From the result at
angles more than 30o it is supposed that in a case

without correction p degradates owing to the low-
ering of the surface impurity concentration by the
ftrst lowering factor ,but in a case with correction
this lowering is negligible.

4. Summary

We obtained the resultg that the obliqne-
rotating ion implantation improved not only asym-
metric characteristics but also hot carrier effect of
tDD MOSFET'g. In accordance with hot carrier
effect the lowering dose ellect by the oblique ion
implantation relaxes the electric fielcl, however in-
creases the parasitic sheet resistance. Therefore It
is suggested that the optimized angle and impu-
rity dose of the new irnplantation method must be

determined after total consideration of the electric
field relaxation and the lowring effect of the surface
impurity concentration, as well as the symmetric
effect.
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